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SHOWERING  
SPACE
At Kohler we believe a shower should transform you and make the journey  

of your day more meaningful and memorable.

A shower can be the place you ease into the day’s rhythm or wind down from  

the rush; a break from the craziness. It can be where you focus on you, or  

a space to reconnect. It can be a place to shift gears and experience water  

in a way that makes a difference.

As a one-stop showering shop, Kohler has everything you need to create an  

extraordinary showering space. Whether you’re simply replacing a showerhead,  

remodeling an outdated space or building your dream home, we have it all. 

While we believe a shower can be many things, it should never be ordinary. When  

you step into a KOHLER® shower, the only question is, where do you want to go?
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From designing the engine behind the wall and shaping the water  

that touches you to delivering solutions for your unique space, we  

are your showering experts. We help you create your dream shower  

from the ground up, with quality and integrity that will guarantee  

exceptional performance.

Spray Experience
Our sprays are designed to deliver experiences that take your daily  

ritual from ordinary to extraordinary. Whether you need to go from  

asleep to awake, spent to confident or sore to soothed, we transform 

water to transform you.

Valve Leadership
Engineered to ensure every showerhead, rainhead, handshower and  

body spray performs at its best, our valves have what it takes to meet  

the innovative functionality and exacting standards of today’s  

custom showers. 

Product Solutions
We create products to solve your design dilemmas. If you want to amplify 

your shower routine, choose from one or more sensory experiences like 

music, steam or light. If you prefer to simplify, we offer easy upgrades or 

prepackaged shower solutions.

EXPERIENCE

For more information, visit  
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Rinsing Sprays
Step beneath a rinsing spray and let yourself be transformed from  

foggy to focused. A full spray rinses your hair free of shampoo  

and leaves your skin feeling fresh and comfortably clean. 

AVAILABLE ON  Single- and multifunction showerheads and handshowers

Massaging Sprays

Find yourself transformed from sore to serene when you stand  

beneath a massaging spray. Targeted, pulsating streams of  

water massage and ease the tightness in your muscles. 

AVAILABLE ON  Multifunction showerheads and handshowers 

Restoring Sprays
Treat yourself to a restoring spray and be instantly transformed from  

spent to confident. Designed to gently cleanse and soothe your skin,  

these sprays help you look and feel your best. 

AVAILABLE ON   Multifunction showerheads, handshowers and rainheads 

Specialized Sprays
Be transformed from blah to blissful when you step under a specialized  

spray. And let unique functions like steam, music or a truly authentic  

summer rain transport you to another world.  

AVAILABLE ON   Multifunction showerheads, handshowers and overhead shower panels 

Katalyst® Air-Induction Technology

This innovative technology produces larger, more 

luxurious water drops that retain heat longer by infusing 

air through the showerhead into the water stream.

WITH WITHOUT

For more information, visit  
KOHLER.com/SignatureSprays

SPR AY EXPERIENCES
At Kohler, we transform water to transform you. Our signature sprays are designed to take you from where 

you are to where you want to be—foggy to focused, rundown to revitalized or revved up to relaxed.

EXPERIENCES GUIDE
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Music
Bring your own music into the shower with SoundTile®  

speakers and amplifier, and never miss a beat.

•  Engineered in close cooperation with Polk Audio, these  

water-resistant speakers deliver high-performance sound

•  Equipped with Bluetooth® wireless technology for access  

to music and audio

• Includes input jacks for wired audio

The Bluetooth word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. 
and any use of such marks by Kohler Co. is under license. Other trademarks and trade names 
are those of their respective owners.

DTV+ Lighting

Let DTV+ control the lights throughout your bathroom when you add 

DTV+ switch modules. Connect DTV+ with up to three electrical outlets, 

including lighting, to enhance the bathroom environment. 

• Connect bathroom lighting or task lighting

• Dim bathroom lights with the dimmer module

• Control fans or towel warmers

SENSORY EXPERIENCES
Take your shower to the next level by adding one or more sensory experiences. You can combine 

steam, music and light together with DTV+™ or add stand-alone steam or music components. 

Steam
Enjoy the soothing benefits of a hot steam right in your shower 

with Invigoration® Series steam generators.

•  Fast-Response® technology delivers steam in less than  

one minute

• Power Clean™ feature eliminates manual flushing

• Generator constructed of durable insulated stainless steel

For more information, visit  
KOHLER.com/ShoweringGuide
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EXPERIENCES GUIDE
SPA EXPERIENCES
DTV+™ can take your daily shower ritual to another level with preprogrammed spa experiences. 

Each one features specific hydrotherapies and was inspired by one of three themes: Relaxation, 

Well-Being or Energy. Think of them as a playlist for your shower where the power of water, light, 

sound and steam can cleanse both body and mind.

The preprogrammed spa experiences are designed 

to deliver specific spalike benefits. 

•  The experiences vary in time and can be up  

to seven minutes long

•  You can vary the time of the experience by  

repeating or skipping individual steps

•  The intensity of each experience can be  

adjusted and saved as a user preset

•  Any experience can be combined with  

audio, lighting and steam elements

Relaxation
Bask in the rejuvenating power of water and  

heat to target exhausted muscles and destress  

the mind from the daily grind with one of our  

relaxation experiences.

Well-Being
Become refreshed and renewed as water warms 

your pulse points and quickly envelops your entire 

body with one of our well-being experiences.

Energy
Jump-start your day with the feeling of contrasting 

hot and cool intervals cascading across your body 

with one of our energy experiences.

Water Delivery Zones

Body Sprays

target upper back

Foot Sprays

target lower legs + feet

Body Sprays

target lower back

Rainheads + 

Primary Showerheads

target head

Adjacent Showerheads

target neck + shoulders

Handshowers

target full body
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For more information, visit  
KOHLER.com/ShoweringGuide

AWAKEN YOUR SENSES
Only Kohler allows you to control water, light, sound, steam and spalike  

experiences to cleanse your body and clear your mind. Our spa solutions  

are designed to engage your five senses, helping to calm or energize as  

needed and offering more mindful showering experiences. 

See
Illuminate your bathroom or control electrical accessories with  

DTV+™ switch modules. The DTV+ interface allows you to control  

up to three switch modules all at your fingertips.

Hear
SoundTile® water-resistant speakers deliver rich and luxurious  

audio quality to any space. Pair with the DTV+ amplifier using  

wireless technology to stream music, news and more from your  

favorite mobile devices.

Touch
Take your daily ritual to another level with preprogrammed spa  

experiences—each one is scripted with specific hydrotherapies  

in mind. 

Smell
The Invigoration® Series steam generator control kit offers a  

steam head with built-in reservoir for adding your favorite  

aromatherapy scents.

Feel
Rain is a dynamic, multisensory experience. Individual droplets  

of varying size are seen and felt. The Real Rain® shower panel  

features a silicone sprayface and hundreds of randomly dispersed  

nozzles to make that experience possible.
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COMPONENTS GUIDE
SHOWERING COMPONENTS
We offer solutions from floor to ceiling—showerheads, handshowers, rainheads and body sprays—all optimally  

designed to give you the best experience, water pressure and water usage for your task. Find one that’s right  

for you or combine multiple components for a personalized experience.

Showerheads

PRIMARY TARGET  Head, shoulders, back and face 

FUNCTION  Single and multifunction 

BEST FOR  Rinsing hair and general cleaning 

REQUIRED  Shower arm (shown)

Rainheads
PRIMARY TARGET  Whole body 

FUNCTION  Single  

BEST FOR  Relaxing, spalike experience 

REQUIRED  Shower arm (shown)

Body Sprays
PRIMARY TARGET  Shoulders, back or feet 

FUNCTION  Single  

BEST FOR  Relieving sore muscles with a hydromassage
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Handshowers
PRIMARY TARGET  Whole body 

FUNCTION  Single and multifunction 

BEST FOR  Rinsing off kids, bathing pets and cleaning the space 

RECOMMENDED  Slidebar, supply elbow, wall bracket  

REQUIRED  Shower hose

Slidebars

Allow you to adjust the height of handshower for individual users

Slidebar With Integrated Supply Elbow

Reduces the number of components on the wall and creates  

a simple, streamlined look

Wall Brackets With Supply Elbow

Allow handshower to be used in larger showering environments, 

providing both the water supply and a bracket

Shower Hoses

60" or 72" lengths—hose length depends on the task  

at hand and size of the shower

Ribbon, smooth or metal material—ribbon hoses are light 

and quiet; smooth hoses wipe clean with ease; and metal 

hoses are premium and long-lasting

Supply Elbows

Provide water supply; use with slidebar on one side  

and bracket on the other

Wall Brackets

Hold handshower in fixed position

For more information, visit  
KOHLER.com/ShoweringGuide
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SOLUTIONS
Keep life simple by choosing easy upgrades or prepackaged showering solutions rather than 

undergoing a major remodel or piecing your components together separately.  

Trim Kits
Bath/Shower (Shown)

Bath/shower trim kits include a shower arm, manual valve trim and bath spout.  

Valve and showerhead sold separately.

Shower

Choose a complete trim kit with a showerhead, shower arm and manual valve  

trim. Or customize your shower experience by pairing any showerhead with a  

kit that includes a shower arm and manual valve trim.

COMPONENTS GUIDE

HydroRail®⁄Shower Arm Diverters
HydroRail shower columns and shower arm diverters turn your shower into a spalike  

retreat without having to go behind the wall to reroute plumbing or change out the valve.  

The column mounts to existing plumbing. This means you simply remove the old  

shower arm and replace it with the HydroRail shower column or a shower arm diverter  

to create a custom shower experience.

Showering Kits
Simplify your design process by choosing from our showering kits. With complementary 

components in a variety of finishes, each kit is ready to go.

Handshower Kits

These kits include coordinated handshowers, slidebars and hoses. 

HydroRail Kits (Shown)

Our HydroRail kits combine a HydroRail shower column with either  

a showerhead and handshower or rainhead and handshower. 

Essentials Kits

Complete solutions, these kits include multifunction showerheads and handshowers,  

shower arms with diverters, slidebars and line-matched manual valve trim.  

Valves sold separately.
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TRIM OPTIONS
Manual or digital, our shower trim options help deliver precise control of your showering  

experiences. KOHLER® trim comes in a number of styles and finishes to help you design  

a showering space that is polished and elegant. 

Manual 
Trim

Trim for manual volume and temperature controls coordinate with  

our faucet designs and finishes. Choose pressure-balancing or  

thermostatic trim options to coordinate with your valve.

Digital
DTV Prompt®

The DTV Prompt interface features a large, easy-to-read display  

and intuitive push-button control system, operating up to three  

different outlets.

DTV+™

This simple touch-screen interface controls every element of  

your multisensory DTV+ showering experience—water, steam,  

music and lighting. 

For more information, visit  
KOHLER.com/ShoweringGuide
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VALVES GUIDE

+ +

+

+

+

+

+

+ +

•  Measure and maintain the temperature by keeping  

consistent water pressure inside the mixing valve 

•  Rapid response to pressure changes to prevent scalding 

•  All-in-one solutions that let you turn the shower on and off,  

as well as control water temperature, all with one handle

•  Typically used in more basic applications like a traditional  

bath and shower

•  High-flow pressure-balancing valves are available for a  

faster bath fill or custom shower application

•  Transfer and diverter valve options allow you to expand  

the number of outlets you can control

BEST FOR  Basic bath/shower and shower configurations 

FLOW RATES  5.0 gpm up to 13.0 gpm

Manual
• Takes a basic shower to the next level

•  Measures and maintains the actual temperature inside  

the mixing valve

•  Ability to set a precise high temp limit for added safety

•  Perfect for all applications from a basic bath/shower to  

more elaborate custom showers

•  Transfer or diverter valves allow you to expand the number  

of outlets you can control

BEST FOR  Bath/shower and shower configurations with multiple outlets 

FLOW RATES  9.0 gpm up to 17.0 gpm

Digital
•  The ultimate in clean design, functionality, performance  

and convenience 

•  Comprised of a digital thermostatic valve and an intuitive,  

easy-to-operate digital interface 

•  Can be used with basic or custom shower systems with  

options for music, lighting, steam and spa experiences

BEST FOR  All bath/shower and shower configurations 

FLOW RATES  13.0 gpm up to 42.0 gpm

PRESSURE-BALANCING VALVES

THERMOSTATIC VALVES

Engineered to ensure every showerhead, rainhead, handshower and body spray performs at its best, our 

valves have what it takes to meet the innovative functionality and exacting standards of today's custom 

showers. Create your ideal showering experience, and we'll help you choose the valve to power it. 

+ +

  Bath/shower and shower configurations with multiple outlets

+
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DIGITAL VALVES
Why Go Digital?

Precision

Digital showers let you select and set the precise water temperature. With built-in features—user  

presets, warm up, pause and timer—you can create your perfect showering experience.

Control

With a digital system, multiple valve trims on the wall are replaced by a single easy-to-use digital 

interface. Add a second interface outside the showering space to activate and warm up your shower.

Customization

A digital shower system can be used for a single outlet or a fully customized showering retreat.  

DTV+™ lets you go even further by incorporating lighting, music, steam and spa experiences.

DTV Prompt®

DTV Prompt is our basic digital showering system with a choice of push-button interfaces to control 

either two or three outlets. 

With a maximum flow of 13.0 gpm (8.0 gpm maximum flow from a single outlet), DTV Prompt is a 

perfect solution for multiple outlet systems such as showerhead, handshower and rainhead.

DTV+

Our most advanced digital showering system, DTV+ gives you the ability to control water, light, 

sound and steam with a touch-screen interface, for a true multisensory showering experience.

DTV+ KOHLER® Konnect
The DTV+ showering system with KOHLER Konnect™ app enables you to create and automate 

personalized showering experiences for sound, water, steam and lighting.

Lighting 

Add lighting elements  

to control every aspect  

of the entire room’s  

ambience. It will set the 

mood for your very own  

spa retreat.

Water 

DTV+ works with one or  

two valves. Choose from  

two-, three- or six-outlet 

valves to create your  

spalike experience. 

Music 

Add a KOHLER amplifier 

and SoundTile® speakers 

to introduce music into any 

showering experience. Amp 

yourself up for the day or 

unwind from the daily grind 

with your favorite playlist. 

Steam

Add a steam adapter  

and steam generator to 

bask in the rejuvenating 

embrace of a soothing 

steam experience.

For more information, visit  
KOHLER.com/ShoweringGuide
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SHOWERHEADS

Pinstripe®

2.5 gpm | K-13137-AK (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-45417-G 

Shower arm and flange | K-13136

Artifacts®

2.5 gpm | K-72773 (shown)  
1.75 gpm | K-72774-G 

Shower arm and flange | K-72775

Margaux®

2.5 gpm | K-16244-AK (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-45410-G 

Shower arm and flange | K-16280

Memoirs®

2.5 gpm | K-457-AK (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-45409-G 

Shower arm and flange | K-7397

Fairfax®

2.5 gpm | K-12008-AK (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-45412-G 

Shower arm and flange | K-7397

Devonshire®

2.5 gpm | K-10391-AK (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-45413-G 

Shower arm and flange | K-7397

Forté®

2.5 gpm | K-10282-AK (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-10327-G 

Shower arm and flange | K-7397

Bancroft®
2.5 gpm | K-10590-AK (shown) 

1.75 gpm | K-14519-G 
Shower arm and flange | K-7397

Alteo®

2.5 gpm | K-45123 (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-5240-G

Shower arm and flange | K-45129

Purist®
2.5 gpm | K-965-AK (shown)  

1.75 gpm | K-939-G 
Shower arm and flange | K-7397 (shown) 

Purist Shower arm and flange | K-933

Loure®

2.5 gpm | K-14786 (shown) 
1.75 gpm | 45215-G 

Shower arm and flange | K-14679

If you love a straightforward, incredible spray experience every time you step into the shower, a single-function 

showerhead is ideal. The single-function showerheads shown here come with Katalyst® air-induction  

technology and are engineered to deliver simple, luxurious water experiences day in, day out. 

Single-Function
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For more finishes and our complete product 
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SHOWERHEADS
If you like a shower that keeps pace with your day—an invigorating wake-up shower, a massaging after-workout 

shower or a relaxing evening shower—a multifunction showerhead is the way to go. We offer a range of  

multifunction spray experiences, including water-saving options, to suit a variety of intensity preferences.

Forté®

2.5 gpm | K-22169 (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-22169-G 

Shower arm and flange | K-7397

Bancroft®

2.5 gpm | K-22167 (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-22167-G 

Shower arm and flange | K-7397

Purist®

2.5 gpm | K-22170 (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-22170-G 

Shower arm and flange | K-7397 (shown) 
Purist Shower arm and flange | K-933

Awaken® B90
2.0 gpm | K-72424 

1.75 gpm | K-72424-G 
1.5 gpm | K-72424-H 

Shower arm and flange | K-7397

Awaken B110
2.0 gpm | K-72425 

1.75 gpm | K-72425-G 
1.5 gpm | K-72425-H 

Shower arm and flange | K-7397

Awaken G90
2.0 gpm | K-72418 

1.75 gpm | K-72418-G 
1.5 gpm | K-72418-H 

Shower arm and flange | K-7397

Awaken G110
2.0 gpm | K-72419 

1.75 gpm | K-72419-G 
1.5 gpm | K-72419-H 

Shower arm and flange | K-7397

Wide Coverage

Full Coverage

Targeted Massage

Pulsating Massage

Awaken Sprays
1.5–2.0  gpm models feature wide coverage, intense 

drenching and targeted massage sprays.

Sprays
2.5 and 1.75 gpm models feature Katalyst full 

coverage, silk and pulsating massage sprays.

Intense Drenching

Silk

Multifunction
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For more finishes and our complete product 
offering, visit KOHLER.com/Showerheads

Forté® multifunction showerhead K-22169-BN 
MasterShower® shower arm and flange K-7397-BN 

Forté multifunction handshower K-22165-BN 
30" slidebar K-8524-BN
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Flipside Sprays
Enjoy four spray experiences: Koverage® wide-coverage 

spray; Komotion® drenching full-face circular spray; 

Kotton®, an enveloping downpour of a soft, silky,  

luxury spa spray; and Kurrent®, a targeted,  

invigorating massage spray.

Flipside®

WITH FLIPSTREAM® SPRAY

2.5 gpm | K-15996 (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-45427-G 

Shower arm and flange | K-7397

Koverage KurrentKottonKomotion

Multifunction
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EXHALE® SHOWERING  
COMPONENTS
Exhale’s unique sprayface delivers a signature showering experience designed to calm your mind and invigorate your 

body. Inspired by the delicate petals of a dahlia, the design brings a gentle elegance to the shower. The silicone sprayface 

complements a variety of bathroom decors with its clean, soft appearance. Available in showerhead and handshower 

models, Exhale features up to four unique sprays: full coverage, drenching rain, intense massage and silk.

360-degree continuous rotation allows you 
to move smoothly between sprays, changing 
every 30 degrees.

The soft silicone sprayface is easy to clean—
no protruding nozzles.

The wall-mount handshower bracket features  
an integrated water supply and volume control.

Intense Massage
A revitalizing and soothing massage 

spray to target sore muscles.

Drenching Rain
An exhilarating, circular water pattern  

that creates a wide, drenching spray.

Silk
Enjoy soft, silky drops that are gentle  

on pets, kids and sensitive skin.

B90 MULTIFUNCTION  
SHOWERHEAD

1.5 gpm | K-72596 
Shower arm and flange | K-98358

B120 MULTIFUNCTION  
SHOWERHEAD

2.0 gpm | K-72597 
1.75 gpm | K-72597-G 

Shower arm and flange | K-98358

B90 MULTIFUNCTION  
1.5 GPM HANDSHOWER

K-72587

B120 MULTIFUNCTION  
HANDSHOWER

2.0 gpm | K-72595 
1.75 gpm | K-72595-G

For more finishes, 
visit KOHLER.com/Exhale THE KOHLER BATHROOM BOOK | 43

Full Coverage
Experience large, luxurious water  

drops that retain heat longer with  

the full coverage of Katalyst®  

air-induction technology.
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RAINHEADS
KOHLER® rainheads feature Katalyst® spray technology, a revolutionary air-induction system  

with enhanced spray-nozzle configurations. They offer complete coverage with full, heavy  

water drops for a powerful, thoroughly drenching shower experience.

For more finishes, installation types and sizes, 
visit KOHLER.com/Rainheads

Rainhead Shower Arms

Shower Panels

WaterTile®

10" OVERHEAD SHOWER PANEL

2.4 gpm total | K-98740

Real Rain™

19" OVERHEAD SHOWER PANEL

2.0 gpm total | K-31110 
Real Rain panel trim | K-31111

CEILING-MOUNT  
SHOWER ARM AND FLANGE

3" | K-7396
6" | K-7394 (shown)

12" | K-7392

WALL-MOUNT  
SHOWER ARM AND FLANGE

K-10124

Rainheads

Awaken®

8" 2.0 gpm | K-76464
8" 1.75 gpm | K-76464-G

10" 2.0 gpm | K-76465 (shown) 
10" 1.75 gpm | K-76465-G 

Moxie®

WITH WIRELESS SPEAKER 

2.5 gpm | K-99105

Traditional Round
8" 2.5 gpm | K-13692 

8" 1.75 gpm | K-16392-G 
10" 2.5 gpm | K-13693 (shown) 

10" 1.75 gpm | K-13693-G  
12" 2.5 gpm | K-13694

Contemporary Round
8" 2.5 gpm | K-13688 

8" 1.75 gpm | K-13688-G 
10" 2.5 gpm | K-13689 (shown) 

10" 1.75 gpm | K-13689-G 
12" 2.5 gpm | K-13690 
14" 2.5 gpm | K-13691

Contemporary Square
8" 2.5 gpm | K-13695 

8" 1.75 gpm | K-13695-G 
10" 2.5 gpm | K-13696 (shown) 

10" 1.75 gpm | K-13696-G

Rainheads
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BODY SPR AYS

WaterTile Square
54-NOZZLE BODY SPRAY  
WITH SOOTHING SPRAY

2.5 gpm | K-8002 

WaterTile Square
22-NOZZLE BODY SPRAY  

WITH STIMULATING SPRAY

2.5 gpm | K-8003

WaterTile Round
54-NOZZLE BODY SPRAY  
WITH SOOTHING SPRAY

2.0 gpm | K-8014 

WaterTile Round
27-NOZZLE BODY SPRAY  

WITH STIMULATING SPRAY

2.0 gpm | K-8013-AK (shown) 
1.0 gpm | K-77119

MasterShower® 
BODY SPRAY WITH ADJUSTABLE  

INVIGORATING SPRAY

2.5 gpm | K-8509 (shown)  
1.5 gpm | K-8510  

From low-profile to multifunction, KOHLER® body sprays offer a variety of hydrotherapy experiences. Designed to  

complement any decor, our body sprays introduce another way to experience water in the shower.

For more finishes, installation types and sizes, 
visit KOHLER.com/BodySprays

WaterTile® Round 54-nozzle body spray K-8014-CP 
DTV+™ steam adapter kit K- 5548-K1-CP
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REAL RAIN®

Stand beneath the Real Rain showerhead and let the first few drops of a 

soft summer rain fall across your shoulders. Look up. Breathe. Let your 

mind’s rhythm slow as the rainfall builds. Feel your body relax into the 

warmth. And let nature, in all its ordered randomness, rain over you.

Summon the Rain

When the gentle rain has quenched your skin and refreshed your spirit, invite the sky to open and the drenching cloudburst to pour 

over you. Let a deluge of water rush down, wash the weight of the day away, rinse you clean and bring you back to what matters.

A |  MEASURING 19" x 19", REAL RAIN OVERHEAD PANEL FEATURES  

775 NOZZLES AND OFFERS AN INVITING, FULL-COVERAGE EXPERIENCE

B |  SPRAYFACE IS SILICONE FOR EASY CLEANING AND SLEEK DESIGN

C |  CENTER NOZZLES DELIVER THE DELUGE, BUT DISENGAGE WHEN INACTIVE  

SO YOU CAN BREATHE EASILY BENEATH THE PANEL

D |  DELUGE RELEASES 0.5 GALLONS IN 8 SECONDS

B

A C

D

Gentle Summer Rain

Calm, warm and inviting—gentle summer rain provides  

a full-coverage experience for easing into the day or  

unwinding from it. 

Drenching Deluge

Central nozzles provide a more submersing experience with  

a deluge of water, but stay dry when not engaged—so that  

you can breathe easily while standing underneath the panel.   
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Real Rain offers efficient 
water-conserving technology, 

using only 2.0 gallons  
of water per minute.  
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Wide Coverage Massage

Sprays
Choose from either a wide-coverage 

spray for everyday rinsing or a targeted 

massage spray for sore muscles.

HANDSHOWERS

Artifacts®

WITH KATALYST® TECHNOLOGY

1.75 gpm | K-72776-G

Memoirs® Stately
2.5 gpm | K-419

Shift™ Ellipse
WITH METALLIC HANDLE

2.5 gpm | K-10257-A (shown)
1.75 gpm | K-45415-AG

Handshowers are great for the family shower and can function in place of or in combination with a 

wall-mounted showerhead. Install your handshower with a slidebar and hose to enhance the functionality 

of your shower and accommodate a range of heights—encompassing adults and children.

Single-Function

Multifunction  
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Forté®

ADA-compliant

2.5 gpm | K-22165 
1.75 gpm | K-22165-G (shown)

Bancroft®
ADA-compliant

2.5 gpm | K-22163 (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-22163-G

Purist
ADA-compliant

2.5 gpm | K-22166 (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-22166-G

Full Coverage Silk

Sprays
2.5 and 1.75 gpm handshowers with easy-grip sprayfaces 

provide three spray experiences: Katalyst® full coverage, 

silk and pulsating massage.

Pulsating Massage

For more finishes and our complete product 
offering, visit KOHLER.com/Handshowers

Multifunction   

Purist® multifunction 2.5 gpm handshower K-22166-CP
MasterShower® 60" metal shower hose K-9514-CP

30" slidebar K-8524-CP
Purist slidebar trim kit K-974-CP

Purist wall-mount supply elbow K-22172-CP
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Wide Coverage Intense Drenching

Sprays
Choose between three distinct  

experiences–wide coverage,  

intense drenching or targeted spray.

HANDSHOWERS

Targeted

Awaken® B110
ADA-compliant

B110 2.0 gpm | K-72421 (shown)
B110 1.75 gpm | K-72421-G  
B110 1.5 gpm | K-72421-H  

B90 2.0 gpm | K-72420 
B90 1.75 gpm | K-72420-G 
B90 1.5 gpm | K-72420-H

Awaken G110
ADA-compliant

G110 2.0 gpm | K-72415 (shown) 
G110 1.75 gpm | K-72415-G  
G110 1.5 gpm | K-72415-H  

G90 2.0 gpm | K-72414 
G90 1.75 gpm | K-72414-G 
G90 1.5 gpm | K-72414-H

Awaken B90
With Eco-Boost

1.5/2.0 gpm | K-99248

Multifunction   
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Flipside® 01
WITH FLIPSTREAM® SPRAY

2.5 gpm | K-17493 
1.75 gpm | K-45425-G (shown)

Flipside 02
WITH FLIPSTREAM SPRAY

2.5 gpm | K-17492
1.75 gpm | K-45426-G (shown)

Flipside Sprays
Flipside handshowers feature four spray  

experiences: Koverage® wide-coverage spray; 

Komotion® drenching full-face circular spray; 

Kotton®, an enveloping downpour of a soft, silky, 

luxury spa spray; and Kurrent®, a targeted,  

invigorating massage spray.

Multifunction   

For more finishes and our complete product 
offering, visit KOHLER.com/Handshowers THE KOHLER BATHROOM BOOK | 51
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HANDSHOWER COMPONENTS

Artifacts®

30" SLIDEBAR

K-72798

 

30" SLIDEBAR

K-8524

 

24" SLIDEBAR

K-9069

Awaken
24" DELUXE SLIDEBAR

K-98342

Awaken
36" DELUXE SLIDEBAR

K-98343

Awaken
36" DELUXE SLIDEBAR  

WITH INTEGRATED WATER SUPPLY

K-98344

MasterShower®

METAL

60" hose | K-9514
72" hose | K-8593

Awaken®

RIBBON

60" hose | K-45982
72" hose | K-45981

Awaken
SMOOTH

60" hose | K-98359
72" hose | K-98360

Additional components are essential for completing your handshower configuration. Hoses, slidebars  

and handshower holders bring added functionality and versatility to your showering space.

Shower Hoses

Slidebars
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Loure®

K-14791

Artifacts®

K-72797

Exhale
K-98354

Exhale
WITH VOLUME CONTROL

K-98355

For more finishes and our complete product offering, 
visit KOHLER.com/HandshowerComponents

Wall Brackets With Supply Elbow

Ideal for hydromassage or for targeting specific areas of the body, wall brackets with integrated supply elbows pivot to angle 

the handshower exactly where you want it. With a clean look and simple assembly requiring fewer components, each bracket 

includes a check valve for backflow prevention. Coordinate your handshower with the collection’s matching bracket.   

Exhale® wall-mount handshower bracket with  
supply elbow and volume control K-98355-CP
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Memoirs®

WITH CHECK VALVE

K-22171

Artifacts®

WITH CHECK VALVE

K-72796

Purist®
WITH CHECK VALVE

K-22172

Loure®

WITH CHECK VALVE

K-22175

Bancroft®
WITH CHECK VALVE

K-22173

Forté®

WITH CHECK VALVE

K-22174

Awaken®

K-98350

Awaken
WITH CHECK VALVE

K-98351

Exhale®

K-98352

Exhale
WITH CHECK VALVE

K-98353

HANDSHOWER COMPONENTS
Supply Elbows
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Memoirs®

ADJUSTABLE

K-422

Purist®
ADJUSTABLE

K-975

Bancroft®
ADJUSTABLE

K-10599

Forté®

ADJUSTABLE

K-352

Awaken®

FIXED

K-98347

Awaken
ADJUSTABLE

K-98348

Exhale®

ADJUSTABLE

K-98349

Wall Brackets

For more finishes and our complete product offering, 
visit KOHLER.com/HandshowerComponents THE KOHLER BATHROOM BOOK | 55
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HYDRORAIL®  
SHOWER COLUMNS
Simple Solution. Big Impact. Affordable Update.
Breathe new life into your shower without the cost of a major remodel. Install a HydroRail shower column without  

having to go behind the wall. Customize your experience by adding a KOHLER® handshower, showerhead or rainhead.

Diverter makes it easy 
to switch between 
showering components

No need to go  
behind the wall

Angled elbow  
connection ensures  
the hose moves freely

Uses  
existing  
plumbing

Before After

HydroRail-H
Pairs with handshower 
Bath/shower | K-45903

Shower | K-45904

HydroRail-S
Pairs with showerhead  

and handshower 
Bath/shower | K-45905

Shower | K-45906

HydroRail-R Arch
Pairs with rainhead  
and handshower 

Bath/shower | K-45209
Shower | K-45211

HydroRail-R Beam
Pairs with rainhead  
and handshower 

Bath/shower | K-45210
Shower | K-45212

For a full listing of HydroRail shower columns 
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Wall-Mount Gooseneck Rainhead 
Shower Arm Diverter
Three-way | K-76336 (shown)

Two-way | K-76337 

SHOWER ARM  
DIVERTERS
Simple Upgrade. Exceptional Performance.
Installs easily to existing water supply, allowing you to switch between showerhead  

or rainhead and handshower.

Shower Arm Diverter
Three-way | K-76330 (shown)

Two-way | K-76331 

Wall-Mount Rainhead  
  Shower Arm Diverter

Three-way | K-76332 (shown)
Two-way | K-76333 

For a full listing of HydroRail shower columns 
and finishes, visit KOHLER.com/HydroRail THE KOHLER BATHROOM BOOK | 57
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SHOWERING KITS

Awaken® B110
PREMIUM HANDSHOWER KIT

2.0 gpm | K-99899 (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-99899-G

Awaken B110
DELUXE HANDSHOWER KIT

2.0 gpm | K-99243 (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-99243-G

Awaken G110
PREMIUM HANDSHOWER KIT

2.0 gpm | K-99898 (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-99898-G

Awaken G110
DELUXE HANDSHOWER KIT

2.0 gpm | K-99242 (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-99242-G

Awaken B90
HANDSHOWER KIT

2.0 gpm | K-98362 (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-98362-G

Awaken G90
HANDSHOWER KIT

2.0 gpm | K-98361 (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-98361-G

Purist®

HANDSHOWER KIT

2.0 gpm | K-22178 (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-22178-G

Forté®

HANDSHOWER KIT

2.0 gpm | K-22177 (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-22177-G

Bancroft®
HANDSHOWER KIT

2.0 gpm | K-22176 (shown) 
1.75 gpm | K-22176-G

Take the guesswork out of designing a custom shower with one of our showering kits. Keep it simple  

by choosing one of these prepackaged options to bring together key components that create a truly  

satisfying showering experience. 

Handshower Kits
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Awaken®

HYDRORAIL-S KIT

K-76471

Artifacts®

HYDRORAIL-S KIT

K-76472

Moxie®/Flipside®

HYDRORAIL-R KIT

K-76475

Devonshire®

K-10825-4

Forté®

K-22180

Bancroft®
K-22179

Purist®
K-22181

Fairfax®

K-10826-4

For more finishes and complete product 
offering, visit KOHLER.com/ShoweringKits

HydroRail® Shower Column Kits

Essentials Showering Kits
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TRIM SETS

Pinstripe®

RITE-TEMP PRESSURE-BALANCING  
BATH/SHOWER TRIM SET WITH LEVER  

HANDLE AND PUSH-BUTTON DIVERTER

K-T13133-4B 
Shower only | K-TS13134-4B

Margaux®

RITE-TEMP PRESSURE-BALANCING  
BATH/SHOWER TRIM SET WITH CROSS 
HANDLE AND PUSH-BUTTON DIVERTER

K-T16233-3
Shower only | K-TS16234-3

Memoirs® Stately
RITE-TEMP PRESSURE-BALANCING  

BATH/SHOWER TRIM SET  
WITH DECO LEVER HANDLE

K-TS461-4V
Shower only | K-TS462-4V

Purist®

RITE-TEMP PRESSURE-BALANCING  
BATH/SHOWER TRIM SET WITH LEVER  

HANDLE AND PUSH-BUTTON DIVERTER

K-T14420-4
Shower only | K-TS14422-4

 

Stillness®

RITE-TEMP PRESSURE-BALANCING  
BATH/SHOWER TRIM SET  

WITH PUSH-BUTTON DIVERTER

K-T948-4
Shower only | K-TS949-4

Loure®

RITE-TEMP PRESSURE-BALANCING  
BATH/SHOWER TRIM SET  

WITH PUSH-BUTTON DIVERTER

K-T14664-4
Shower only | K-TS14670-4

Pitch™

RITE-TEMP PRESSURE-BALANCING  
BATH/SHOWER TRIM SET  

WITH PUSH-BUTTON DIVERTER

K-TS97074-4

Honesty®

RITE-TEMP PRESSURE-BALANCING  
BATH/SHOWER TRIM SET  

WITH PUSH-BUTTON DIVERTER

K-T99763-4
Shower only | K-TS99764-4

If you’re looking for a simple, stylish solution, our bath/shower trim sets pair with a Rite-Temp® pressure-balancing 

valve to provide you with the basic essentials for an outstanding shower. Valve not included. Some kits do not include a 

showerhead, so you can customize your shower experience by choosing from the wide range of KOHLER® spray options.

Bath/Shower Trim Sets
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Purist® Rite-Temp® pressure-balancing bath and shower trim set  
with push-button diverter and lever handle K-T14421-4-BN 

For more finishes, installation types and sizes, 
visit KOHLER.com/TrimSets THE KOHLER BATHROOM BOOK | 61
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THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

Pinstripe®

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

Lever handle | K-T13173-4B (shown) 
Cross handle | K-T13173-3B

Pinstripe Pure
THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

Lever handle | K-T13173-4A (shown)
Prong handle | K-T13173-3A 

Finial® Traditional
THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

K-T10301-4M

Artifacts®

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

Lever handle | K-T72769-4 (shown)
Swing lever handle | K-T72769-9M

Prong handle | K-T72769-3M 
Cross handle | K-T72769-3

Bancroft®

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

 K-T10593-4 

Devonshire®

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

K-T10357-4

Memoirs®

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

Deco lever handle | K-T10421-4V (shown)
Stately lever handle | K-T10421-4S

Components™

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

Lever handle | K-T78027-4

Perfect for personalizing your shower, pair with our MasterShower® thermostatic valves that let you set the temperature 

once and never have to adjust it again. Enjoy complete control of your showering experience using separate required 

volume control valves to adjust the flow of each water delivery component—showerheads, handshowers, body sprays 

or other components—individually.
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Components
THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

Oyl handle | K-T78027-8

Components
THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

Industrial handle | K-T78027-9

Margaux®

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

Lever handle | K-T16239-4 (shown)
Cross handle | K-T16239-3 

Forté®

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

K-T10359-4

Loure®

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

K- T14672-4

Composed®

THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

Lever handle | K-T73133-4 (shown)
Cross handle | K- T73133-3

Purist®
THERMOSTATIC VALVE TRIM

Lever handle | K-T14488-4 (shown)
Cross handle | K-T14488-3

For more finishes, visit 
KOHLER.com/ThermoTrim THE KOHLER BATHROOM BOOK | 63
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SENSORY EXPERIENCES

Determine which configuration will work for your 
space at KOHLER.com/SteamCalculator

Moxie®

SINGLE-FUNCTION SHOWERHEAD  
WITH WIRELESS SPEAKER

2.5 gpm | K-9245 
1.75 gpm | K-9245-G (shown) 

Shower arm and flange | K-7397

Moxie
8" RAINHEAD WITH WIRELESS SPEAKER  

AND KATALYST® SPRAY

2.5 gpm | K-99105
Shower arm and flange | K-7394

Moxie
WIRELESS SPEAKER

K-9246

SoundTile®

SPEAKERS

K-8033

AMPLIFIER MODULE

K-99696

DTV+ Switch Modules
WIRELESS CONTROL OF MULTIPLE 

ELECTRICAL DEVICES

Bridge module | K-99701 (shown) 
On/off switch module | K-99699 

Dimmer switch module | K-99700

Combine music, steam and lighting for the ultimate in sensory experiences. All three options  

can be installed and enjoyed on their own or in combination with one another.  

For more finishes, installation types and sizes, 
visit KOHLER.com/SensoryExperiences

Music

Steam Light

(FBG) (FGN) (FNY)(0)

Available Colors

DTV+™ 
STEAM ADAPTER KIT

Single | K-5548-K1 (shown)
Tandem | K-5549-K1

DTV+ digital showering system  
and steam generator required

Invigoration® Series
STEAM GENERATOR CONTROL KIT

Single | K-5557 (shown)
Tandem | K-5558

Steam generator required
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DTV PROMPT®

DTV Prompt Two-Outlet  
Digital Interface

K-527
With Eco mode | K-527-E 

DTV Two-Port Digital   
Thermostatic Valve

K-522-PM

DTV Prompt Three-Outlet 
Digital Interface

K-558
With Eco mode | K-558-E 
Mounting bracket | K-559

DTV Three-Port Digital   
Thermostatic Valve

K-557-K

DTV Prompt is an easy way to bring digital showering to any bathroom. Choose two or three outlets  

to create one of three configurations: bath only, shower only, or a bath/shower combination. Add a  

stand-alone music or steam component for a richer sensory experience.

For more information,  
visit KOHLER.com/DTVPrompt

Digital Interfaces & Valves
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Interface, Controller & Valves

Compatible Sensory Experiences

DTV+
™ & DTV+  

WITH KOHLER® KONNECT

DTV+ 
DIGITAL INTERFACE

K-99693-P 
Mounting bracket | K-99694

DTV+ KOHLER Konnect
MODULE

K-97999 
Provides wireless control  

of DVT+ via Wi-Fi

DTV+
SYSTEM CONTROLLER MODULE

K-99695
With Eco mode | K-99695-E

Six-Port Digital 
THERMOSTATIC VALVE

K-682-K 
Required cable | K-97172

Three-Port Digital  
THERMOSTATIC VALVE

K-557-K1

Two-Port Digital  
THERMOSTATIC VALVE

K-528-K1

DTV+ seamlessly integrates water, sound, steam and lighting elements to create true multisensory showering experiences. 

A touch-screen interface allows you to control and customize every facet of your showering experience. DTV+ with  

KOHLER Konnect™ offers a new level of convience. Using voice-enabled technology, you can control all elements of 

your showering experience.

For more information,  
visit KOHLER.com/DTVPlusKonnect

SoundTile®

SPEAKERS

K-8033
Requires DTV+ amplifier  

module | K-99696

DTV+ 
STEAM ADAPTER KIT

Single | K-5548-K1 (shown)
Tandem | K-5549-K1

Steam generator required

Switch Modules
Bridge module | K-99701 (shown) 
On/off switch module | K-99699 

Dimmer switch module | K-99700
Allows operation of multiple  

electrical devices from the DTV+ interface
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